through space and over time without distortion? Because translating events into news involves this intricate set of mediations, news is vulnerable to scepticism about its truthfulness. For newspapers to emerge as the most robust and inclusive and persistently available source of news on matters of public concern, they had to earn the newspaper readers' trust that their accounts of the news were true. How did the early developers of the newspaper succeed in establishing that trust?
To explore these related questions, I will need to steer clear of the Scylla and Charybdis of newspaper history. Two grand narratives explain the rise of the newspaper by idealising and simplifying that history. The progressive narrative understands the newspaper as an engine that promotes the rise of literacy, an informed public, a public sphere of private citizens, and popular participation in government. This narrative sidesteps the question of truth and trust by assuming that both are the inevitable by-products of the newspaper's steady improvement. Like all Whig narratives, it knows where history is headed and is therefore rigorously teleological: it interprets early developments in the light of later achievements. This narrative, by pointing, for example, to the pivotal role that newspapers played in the American and French Revolutions, becomes a vector that points towards (without yet getting to) the liberal democratic societies of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Because such an outcome is claimed to depend upon the free circulation of diverse opinions, this progressive narrative promotes the freedom of the press as an idea that slowly emerges in the eighteenth century, becomes enshrined in law by the First Amendment of the us Constitution (ratified in 1791), and serves as a keystone of the claim for other kinds of freedom (including the abolition of slavery, women's suffrage, and union organising).1 This classically liberal account is 1 While the progressive narrative gets its fullest development in the nineteenth and twentieth century, the struggles around press censorship in Britain in the 1770s present early examples of a rights-based argument for press freedom. Sometimes these arguments are reprinted in the newspaper. The Virginia Gazette of 24 December 1772 (printed by Purdie) reprinted a long speech by John Wilkes, insisting that "Our right, as constituents, to be fully informed of the proceedings of our representatives in Parliament, has been clearly demonstrated". The Virginia Gazette of 8 January 1776 (printed by Gaine) reprinted extracts from the 'Association' founded at the Globe Tavern on Fleet Street devoted to protecting the 'Liberty of the Press' . To justify their Association, the members offered general principles defending press freedom: (a) that "freedom of the press is indispensable to ... free government"; (b) "that by a judicious exercise of the freedom of the press, the minds of men are enlightened" and "knowledge, both civil and religious, is diffused"; (c) "the people are taught to prize, as inestimable, those political rights secured by the REVOLUTION [of 1688]".
given an especially idealised turn when it is argued that the newspaper's glory is realised upon those occasions when it speaks (capital-T) Truth to Power.2 An alternative history of the newspaper begins by pointing out that the early newspapers were not started to embody Truth, but to support two more prosaic activities: commerce and governance. The propaganda narrative throws the rise of the newspaper into a more sceptical light by emphasising the essentially commercial underpinnings of the newspaper's origins, and it links newspapers' rise to the expanding political power of governments, which sponsored, censored or shaped many early newspapers. The power of economic elites benefited from the services that newspapers provided to the expanding global commercial empires that emerged during the years between 1600 and 1900. In this sceptical narrative, the newspaper has always been an instrument of propaganda, in its twentieth-century sense as the mendacious manipulation of the opinion of the less informed. Although Lord North did not have the twentieth-century concept of propaganda available to him, his characterisation of the newspapers anticipates later scepticism about the truth claims of the newspaper. In a speech to Parliament in April 1776, where he introduced a fundraising bill to double the tax on newspapers, he characterised newspapers this way: the newspapers circulate the idea "that the liberties of this country were in danger from cruel, ambitious, and tyrannical ministers," and their falsehoods "were propagated and repeated in the course of a year, in no less than 12,230,000 newspapers".3 In the propaganda narrative, newspapers feign truth to win trust in whatever ideology is most useful to those who control the media. So, for example, the early newspapers' claim to neutrality and disinterestedness is the ruse that conceals the ideological agendas that it promotes, most especially the notion that the newspaper sustains its readers as free and rational subjects. Within the propaganda narrative, the early newspaper's coverage of spectacular events -violent wars and revolutions, crime, scandal and disasters -anticipated the later emergence of the news as a form of entertainment with an appeal far beyond its early audience of political and economic elites. In the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Marxist, fascist and liberal critics -from Karl Marx and Adolf Hitler to Walter Lippmann, Edward Bernays and Noam Chomsky -developed this sceptical account of the newspaper as a vehicle of propaganda, which offers an 'ad for the status quo' .4 Neither of these narratives -one, too idealistic, and the other, too scepticalis simply wrong. Both emerge from and offer insights into the newspaper's complex history. But to understand how the eighteenth-century newspaper of Britain and its colonies developed into a trustworthy source of public information, it is essential to avoid the synthetic simplification of the progressive story of newspapers' inevitable rise as well as the resolute scepticism of the propaganda narrative's ideology critique. By pursuing a historical and formal analysis of the Anglophone newspaper that emerged in the eighteenth century, I will explore the means by which the early newspaper earned their readers' trust in the truthfulness of the information that they transmitted. A detailed analysis of the rhetorical and formal means by which newspaper editors strove to win the trust of readers will help us avoid the bias of developmental models, which assume that the newspaper necessarily improved with the passage of time. The eighteenth century was the middle epoch of the modern newspaper: after the early seventeenth-century manuscript newsletters and the first printed gazettes, as formulated most successfully in the Netherlands and copied elsewhere, but before the nineteenth-century development of the newspaper editor as the conductor of the newspaper as a vehicle of party politics. Although the printers of the eighteenth-century newspaper often strove for impartiality, they were very far from the modern reporter, who, writing in the first person from a particular place and time, underwrote the newspaper's claim to present the news objectively.5
The expanding influence of the Anglophone newspaper over the course of the long eighteenth century was neither a plan of government nor the preconceived design of commercial interests. More like emergence within a complex system, it resulted from the combined effects of a series of independently motivated developments between 1665 and 1800. Each contributed to enabling the newspaper to emerge as the most flexible and authoritative way to transmit news across distances. First, there was a steady improvement in the reliability, scope and speed of the postal system, which supported the global distribution of the Anglophone newspaper. Secondly, the improvements in the physical and human infrastructure for the circulation and sharing of newspaperswhich included turnpikes and packet ships, clubs and coffeehouses, and the growth in literacy -expanded newspaper readership. Thirdly, while successful newspapers became more vulgarly popular, their increased wealth and autonomy enabled them to have recourse to the law to protect themselves against government censorship as seen in the trials seeking to punish John Wilkes and suppress the Junius papers.6 Fourthly, over the course of the century, newspapers became more numerous, larger in paper size and print-run, and published with greater frequency. These very significant increases in number and quantity enhanced the scope and extent of the newspaper's influence. Finally, it became a commonplace to say that the newspaper encouraged appeals to the "tribunal of the public".7 In spite of the limitations of Habermas's account of the public sphere, the wide distribution of newspapers -carrying detailed accounts of politics, war and revolution -invited private citizens to exercise their independent judgment on matters of public concern. Whether or how often readers availed themselves of the critical independence that the newspapers afforded was, and still is, a matter of lively debate.
Building Credibility: The Early Newspaper as an Inchoate Mixture of News Items
The newspaper was the ugly duckling of early print media. Compared with books, systematic treatises, and even topical and polemical pamphlets -that is, any genre of writing that has a through-narrative that blends and reconciles parts into the whole -the eighteenth-century newspaper appears as an unblended mixture of differently sourced news items. effect is paratactic.8 Even the general principles of the gazette layout -the distant goes before the near; the earlier before the latest news -had to be reconciled with a typesetter's imperative, whereby the front and back page carried what the printer received first, and the middle pages carrying the 'freshest' news.9 When compared with the newspapers of the nineteenth and twentieth century, the eighteenth-century newspapers lacked the indirect formal means that editors later developed to organise the news: putting the most important news items on the front page; reducing a news item to a kernel and shouting it to the reader with a headline; and separating opinion from fact, so as to sequester opinion on the editorial page. In short, when compared with the newspapers to come, the eighteenth-century newspaper had a list-like lack of order. In a sense, every newspaper was a 'magazine' , in the literal sense of a collection or gathering, where diverse items were linked and separated by the thin black lines of the column dividers.
Though mixture was a challenge to the newspaper's coherence, and it has no overt bearing upon the newspaper's truthfulness, by accommodating variety, mixture became a source of strength. In The News-Paper: A Poem, George Crabbe celebrates mixture and variety as a trait that explains the newspaper's appeal to diverse readers:
This, like the public inn, provides a treat, Where each promiscuous guest sits down to eat; And such this mental food, as we may call, Something to all men, and to some men all.10
The promiscuous mixture of the commercial eighteenth-century newspaper not only meant that it had the potential to accommodate whatever news items and writings pleased its subscribers. By reprinting diverse news items in a routine fashion, newspaper editors could deflect suspicion of their bias.
'The Uncertain Medium'
Historians of the book like Elizabeth Eisenstein and Adrian Johns have shown that belief in the 'intrinsic reliability' and truth-value of the printed book, especially early modern science books, could not be assumed but had to be 'made' .11 This could be done through printing practices, like standardisation and fixity,12 or through the patronage of the great, the carefully constructed persona of the author, elaborately staged polemics, or institutional support.13 To establish the newspapers' truthfulness, the printer of commercial newspapers had few of these resources. In fact, the early newspaper had an explicitly discussed credibility problem. For example, in 1773, two years before the beginning of the American War, Richard Henry Lee wrote to Samuel Adams requesting information regarding the British commission appointed to investigate the burning in Rhode Island of the customs ship hms Gaspee. Lee despairs of ever having "a just account of this affair … at this distance, and through the uncertain medium of the newspapers".14 The request implies that the gold standard for credible news was the news transmitted by private letter between trusted correspondents.15 In fact, the credibility of the newsletters that thrived during the seventeenth and early eighteenth century, may have benefitted from having been written in manuscript by a news gatherer with a reputation for reliability. By contrast, The Edinburgh Evening Post of 4 August 1783 published this satiric mediation on the unreliability of the printed newspapers: "the four winds (the initials of which make the word NEWS) are not so capricious, or so liable to change, as our public intelligences". No wonder, this observer concludes, the newspaper must qualify the truthfulness of its information by reminding readers of the newspaper printers' dependent relationship to scattered news sources: "we hear; they write; it is said; a correspondent remarks, with a long list of ifs and supposes". Doubts about the truthfulness of newspapers' accounts were difficult to put to rest. However, over the course of the eighteenth century, printers of Anglophone newspapers, working within a competitive and inventive media environment, developed a number of ways to enhance the credibility of the newspaper. 
Trust 1: Distributed Responsibility
If questioned as to the accuracy of a news item in their paper, most printers had a ready reply that qualified their personal responsibility: 'I just reprint the news items from the papers delivered to me by post' . This is an alibi in the most literal sense of 'being elsewhere' . It displaces responsibility for the truth of an account from the local newspaper printer to the distributed newspaper network from which it has been copied. The free posting (i.e. franking) of copies within the newspaper cultures of Britain and America, along with an absence of copyright produced a de facto news commons from which newspaper printers could freely select. This is why, with the notable exception of local advertising, the vast majority of newspaper content consisted of reprinting of writing penned elsewhere. The trustworthiness of each newspaper depended upon the truthfulness of the whole network of newspapers. The accuracy of the account of the birth of an heir in St. Petersburg, of the battle in the Netherlands, of the hurricane in Jamaica, or of the riot in Boston would necessarily depend upon the accuracy of the first newspaper that printed the news item. The structure of the news network meant that inaccurate accounts were submitted to an analogue form of error correction. Before the newspaper had developed, false news could thrive for extended periods of time. Thus, the Spanish Consul in Rome spread false news that the Spanish Armada had prevailed over the English fleet in the summer of 1588.16 However, if we entertain the counterfactual existence of the eighteenth-century newspaper network in the sixteenth century, the Spanish Consul version of events would have been quickly challenged by very different newspaper accounts. The existence of the eighteenth-century newspaper's distributed news network meant that readers could gravitate to newspapers that offered the most timely and accurate news sources. While newspapers often collaborated with each other, they published in a competitive environment where consistently unreliable news sources and newspapers would wither. Therefore, from the earliest newsletters and newspapers, a concern for the truthfulness of the news became embedded in guild values and practices. Long before the modern era, it was accepted that "[t]he most valuable asset a paper has is its credibility".17 
Trust 2: The Neutral Tone or the Mask of Character
The newspaper editors of the eighteenth century consciously avoided an earlier use of news to discredit the doings of the 'great': the cruelty and innuendo of political satire and the sexual licentiousness of the gossip-mongering scandalous chronicles, such as Delarivière Manley's The New Atlantis (1709). Instead, the earliest printed gazettes stuck "closely the model of the manuscript news-letters",18 where brief, factual news items, which were gathered from diverse locations, could be distributed to subscribers. Newspaper editors, like Jean Luzac of the Gazette de Leyde, assumed the sober posture of an historian, whereby "journalist and reader became partners in the difficult discovery of the truth about contemporary history".19 Eschewing the spectacular and the hyperbolic, the news writer gravitated to the plain style which Bacon advocated for the New Science. In an article entitled 'Gazetier' for the Encyclopédie, Voltaire described the valuable restraint of the newspaper writer: "a good gazetteer should be promptly informed, truthful, impartial, simple, and correct in his style; this means that good gazetteers are very rare".20 A similar point is made somewhat later by Baron Jacob Friedrich von Bielefeld: gazette writers should limit themselves to "a clear, truthful and succinct narration of public events. … A gazetteer who comments is a vulgar person. … [He should] leave to his readers the business of making reflections".21 While newspapers of the eighteenth century accurately reported facts, they also trafficked in a broad spectrum of opinion. For this vein of writing, rather than imitating the list-like structure and stylistic restraint of the manuscript newsletters, newspapers drew upon more literary models of satire and essay to develop the lively opinion conveyed by compelling authorial personae. This enhanced the credibility of the moral and political writing that has been part of the newspaper since the early eighteenth century. From the moral essays of Mr. Spectator (wise, knowledgeable and witty) to the political engagement of Cato's Letters (fierce in his defense of liberty and public virtue) to John Dickinson's Letters from a Farmer in Pennsylvania (with its calm, urbane and gentlemanly scholarship), readers were invited into an informal conversation, where the trustworthiness of ideas was enhanced by the charismatic persona who 'spoke' them. During the agitation that led to the American Revolution, 
Trust 3: Openness and Inclusiveness
The surest way to convince readers of a paper's disinterestedness was to be inclusive. At least three colonial American newspapers used the same words on their masthead: "Open to all PARTIES -not under the influence of ANY".23 A paper run on an 'open' system asserted a brave independence from 'influence' , contempt for the narrowness of faction, and an assumption that discovering truth was a collaborative enterprise. As Crabbe's poem suggests, newspapers were open and public in the same way that stage coaches and public houses were. This placed a practical limit upon the printer's control of the truthfulness of the words he prints. He, like the innkeeper, must stay open to many speakers of diverse opinion. In an 'Apology for Printers' , Benjamin Franklin describes the openness of the operational protocols that he observed in his print shop and now invited newspaper readers to accept. First, it was "unfair for the reader to expect to be pleased by all that is printed". Printers were trained that when men differ, "both sides ought equally to have the advantage of being heard by the public" because, in an echo of Milton's Areopagitica, "when truth and error have fair play, the former is always an overmatch of the latter". Secondly, because of the detachment from partisanship their profession required, printers of opinion "naturally acquire[d] a vast unconcernedness as to the right or wrong opinions contained in what they print". Cultivating phlegmatic neutrality, they printed "things full of spleen and animosity, with the utmost calmness and indifference". Finally, if they were to print only what they themselves believed and approved, "an end would thereby be put to free writing"; and alternatively, if they "determined not to print any thing 
Weakness become Strength
There are several paradoxes evident from the development of the eighteenthcentury newspaper. The first was the success of the commercial papers -with their messy plurality, variety and abundance -over the well-ordered messaging of the court gazettes. In this competition for the faith of readers, court gazettes like the Gazette de France and the London Gazette started with many advantages: access to state information, ample subsidies, capable writers, the authority to publish their nation's newspaper of record and immunity from censorship. But, because their news expressed a pro-state bias, because their evident aim was to glorify the monarch and secure the loyalty of subjects, and because they censored facts and opinions that failed to support these purposes, the court gazettes earned the scorn of readers.26 By contrast, the very qualities of the eighteenth-century commercial newspaper that seemed to vitiate its credibility broadened its influence. Its mixed and heteroclite principles of (dis)organisation, and its resulting lack of conceptual unity, enabled the commercial newspaper to grow into a broad and accommodating channel for news and opinion. The periodicity of the newspaper afforded the same paradoxical blend of weakness and strength. While the newspapers' special claim was to "give the first report" of the news,27 these reports -because of strict deadlines and limitations of space -were often incomplete, of dubious accuracy, and uncertain significance. But precisely because of its periodicity, the newspaper made the implicit promise that each account is oriented toward the more correct, complete and meaningful account to come. The news of an unfinished event drew readers into a very lifelike suspense as to how a news story would end. Finally, "by giving [readers] a sense of the movement of the wider world", newspapers often transmitted surprising and unsettling events. But, by promptly naming and recording them, the newspapers also provided a "comforting framework" for the reader.28
A Case Study: The Boston Gazette Transmits a True Enough Account of the Day after the Boston Massacre
When the American Crisis opened in 1765 with the organised resistance to the Stamp Act, the newspaper proved to be a supple and resilient medium for the transmission of public information. The political crisis that unfolded over the following decade offers a test case for assessing the accuracy and truth-value of the Anglophone newspaper. It is an old adage of newspaper history that customary standards of neutrality quickly fade in times of revolution and civil strife. Thus, one might assume that the Whig-Patriot sympathies of the Boston Gazette would lead that newspaper to offer a one-sided view of the aftermath of what is later called 'the Boston Massacre' . On 5 March 1770, a platoon of British regulars came to the aid of a sentry, who was being harassed by a crowd of angry apprentices and seamen. The confrontation escalated until the troops fired their muskets, leaving four of the inhabitants of the town dead, and at least seven others seriously injured. British officials were sure it was selfdefence, while the members of the Boston Town Meeting quickly called it 'a massacre' . The Boston Gazette's account of the deliberation on the day after the event was restrained by the narrative conventions of the eighteenth-century newspaper: a reliance upon official documents; avoidance of the swirl of partisan opinion; and provision of a spare and accurate presentation of persons, places, and events. On Monday 12 March, the Boston Gazette printed the most 27 Popkin, News and Politics, p. 7. 28 Ibid., pp. 6-7.
complete and coherent public account of the massacre that was published at the time. It included a brief history of the eighteen-month occupation of Boston by British troops as well as accounts of the deaths on King Street (on 5 March), of the deliberations leading to the troops' removal (on 6 March), and of the huge funeral procession held in honour of the victims (on 8 March).29 This detailed account contrasts with the previous Thursday's issue of the Tory Boston News-Letter, which had carried only a short three-paragraph account that asserted the fact of a shooting on King Street, offered a list of victims, and quoted Governor Hutchinson's reassuring words to the crowd assembled outside the Town-house "promising to do all in his power that justice should be done".30 By contrast, the Boston Gazette's intricate synthetic narrative required two full pages, which was secured by publishing a two-page supplement to their standard four-page paper.
The Boston Gazette's coverage is balanced between an explicit expression of sympathy for the victims of 5 March and a restrained citation of the words exchanged in debating what should be done on 6 March. Thus, the columns recounting the events were published with a special border in mourning black (see Figure 1.1) . In addition the four victims were further honoured with an engraving of the four funeral caskets. To secure the reader's sympathy for the victims, the coverage begins by pointing to the indelible residues of British violence: "Tuesday morning presented a most shocking scene, the blood of our fellow citizens running like water through King-Street and the merchants Exchange … Our blood might also be track'd up to the head of Long Lane, and through divers other streets and passages". The use of the possessive pronoun 'our' draws the reader into a shared predicament. If this blood on the streets of Boston is our blood, then the town is one body to which we all belong. While the blood evidences British brutality, it also sanctifies the town's unity.
This beginning makes quite explicit that the Gazette's basic point of view coincides with that of the Boston Town Meeting, rather than the Governor or the soldiers who had occupied the town eighteen months earlier. Yet this issue of the Gazette quickly mutes the pathos of its coverage, reflecting the confidence, embedded in newspaper writing, that sticking to what happened and focusing upon the dramatic uncertainty of the rush of events was the surest way to establish the interest and authority of its account. So the Gazette does not offer first-person testimonials of what happened on 5 March, nor does it publish essays explaining the political implications of the violent deaths. Instead, the Gazette avoids obvious bias with an elegant solution: it interweaves Boston Gazette: the Events on March 6, 1770 I. Bleeding Body of the Town: "a most shocking scene, the blood of our fellow citizens running like water through King-Street and the merchants Exchange…Our blood might also be track'd up to the head of Long Lane, and through divers other streets and passages." official documents of the meetings into a lucid and suspenseful dialogue between the Governor, the Town Meeting and the Council. Rather than engage in narrative diegesis (by telling), the Boston Gazette offers a narrative mimesis by showing what happened on 6 March. Because this reproduces the presentational mode of drama, I will describe this newspaper coverage as a five-act play, where each exchange between Whigs and Royal Officials appears as a deed in the form of words, that is, a speech act with performative force (see Figure 1 .1).
II. The Town Meeting
Act 1: To respond to this crisis, the Town Meeting, gathered in large numbers at Faneuil Hall, appointed a committee of fifteen respectable gentlemen to carry the resolution to Governor Hutchinson, who was meeting nearby in the Town House with the Council. The Town Meeting's resolution is presented by the committee to the Council:
THAT it is the unanimous opinion of this meeting that the inhabitants and soldiery can no longer live together in safety; that nothing can rationally be expected to restore the peace of the town & prevent further blood and carnage, but the immediate removal of the Troops; and that we therefore most fervently pray His Honor that his power and influence may be exerted for their instant removal.
Notice that this resolution lacked any reference to the event (the deaths on King Street) that occasioned it. The Town Meeting apparently knows that any reference to or denomination of the previous night's event will become an occasion for dispute and delay. Instead there is a blunt statement of an opinion -"that the inhabitants and soldiery can no longer live together in safety" -plus a prediction that carries a threat: that only "the immediate removal of the troops" can "prevent further bloodshed and carnage". The resolution ends on a pragmatic note: knowing the Town Meeting does not have the authority to remove the troops, they cast this resolution into the form of a petition to the Governor "we therefore most fervently pray … for their instant removal". Because it succeeded in setting the terms for the day's debate, this resolution had enormous influence.
Act 2: The Governor's reply expresses sorrow for the previous night's conflict (which he sagely refuses to characterise), makes a commitment to the law, but then rejects the resolution's request, insisting that as Governor, he does not have the "power" to order the removal of the troops.
I AM extremely sorry for the unhappy differences between the inhabitants and troops, I have exerted myself upon that occasion that a due inquiry be made, and that the law may have its course … [The regiments] have their
However, this account hides as much as it represents. While the Boston Gazette's account is broadly accurate, there is one glaring gap in the narrative. Many readers must have wondered why the Governor changed his mind on the critical question of troop removal between the morning and afternoon meetings of the Council. One might defend the incompleteness of the Gazette's coverage by noting that facts are numberless and reality illimitable. But the Gazette's omission is most consequential. The substance of the Council's secret deliberations was reported by letters to the American Secretary Lord Hillsborough in Whitehall after the meeting. In the three long letters, sent by Governor Hutchinson, Secretary Oliver, and Lieutenant-Colonel Dalrymple, three critical (and even scandalous) moments of the meetings are described: first, when the morning committee of fifteen had warned of a violent popular uprising, the Governor had issued a stern warning What proved decisive to the deliberations and led all the Council, including the Governor's close ally and brother-in-law Andrew Oliver, to abandon Governor Hutchinson was the conviction that militia from the surrounding towns were 'in motion' to remove the Royal troops from Boston by force. Then there would have been a real Boston massacre.
It is not known how soon the Whigs of the town meeting learned of the private deliberations of the Council.33 This background information -from 31 K.G. Davies (ed.), Documents of the American Revolution, 1770 -1783 , Volume ii (Dublin: Irish University Press, 1975 Because Royall Tyler was a resident of Boston and an ally of the Whig members of the town meeting, it is quite likely that the inner deliberations of the Council would become the records of the official deliberations of the Council -throws the Boston Gazette account into a new light. The Boston Gazette's broadly accurate account omits the elements of the deliberations in the Council that were decisive in its change of heart: that the militia from the surrounding towns constituted a creditable threat of civil insurrection. In order to stay clear of the seditious tendency of such a threat, the Boston Gazette narrative foregrounds other features of the Town Meeting's performance: its restraint even when sorely provoked; its observation of its customary procedures (voting, appointing committees, and patiently awaiting results); the speed and decisiveness of its deliberations; the simplicity of its demand; and, most importantly, its achieved unity. By organising its account around authoritative public documents, the Boston Gazette's narrative has a 'cooling effect' . In response to the irregularity of the riot of 5 March, or the spectre of civil war that opened on 6 March, the Boston Gazette account represents the events of 6 March as a triumph of responsiblebecause disciplined -popular sovereignty. By this account, the passing of the crisis is due neither to Royal Officials, who prudently relent, nor to the Whig threat of civil insurrection. The concision of this narrative suggested the magical efficacy of the Town Meeting's disciplined moral resolve. The Town Meeting's exercise of self-government allows them to govern the action of others. By the way it acts, by the disciplined power it exercises, and by the lively 'spirit of liberty' it evidences, the Town Meeting emerges, in the account of the Boston Gazette, as the hero of 6 March. If, as it is sometimes said, newspapers write the first draft of history, then this case history suggests that its history is partial and incomplete. The Boston Gazette's account of the day after the Boston massacre suggests the limits of the truth-value of even an accurate newspaper account. Paradoxically, its coverage is both factually correct but untrue. Because Whigs and Royal Officials have a divergent understanding of the reality that grounds the events under consideration, it is quite likely that Royal Officials and their Tory supporters found the Gazette's account to be accurate but essentially false. While both Whigs and Tories had no trouble agreeing upon certain details -names of the dead, time of the shooting, the fact that the ringing of bells gathered a crowd, etc. -these constitute only a thin layer of the realities in dispute. Figure 1. 2). Then, to counter its influence, Boston Whigs published and sent to their supporters in London a rival pamphlet entitled, A Short Narrative of the Horrid Massacre in Boston Perpetrated on the Fifth Day of March 1770 (see Figure 1. 3).
In the months after the events of 5-6 March 1770, Boston Whigs and the British Ministry institutionalised the events in utterly different ways. The Whigs developed an annual oration to commemorate the massacre and celebrate the unity that had enabled them to triumph over the Royal Governor. These orations encouraged Boston Whigs to apply the republican moral lessons of 6 March -courage and firmness -to subsequent moments in the American Crisis. By contrast, the British Privy Council in Whitehall held a series of private meetings, patiently gathered evidence of the weakness of Royal government in Massachusetts, and then promulgated reforms of the Massachusetts provincial charter to strengthen government there. They included Royal appointment of previously elected councillors and sheriffs, as well as the requirement that all towns receive prior approval from the Governor for any non-routine town meeting. These plans were not implemented immediately, but when the Boston Whigs threw East India tea into Boston harbour at the end of 1773, the Ministry took these plans off the shelf and introduced them into Parliament as the Massachusetts Government Act (1774). It was passed with unprecedented speed and became one of the triggers of revolution. By then, it had become evident that the peace so arduously achieved on 6 March was only temporary.
My brief discussion of the eighteenth-century newspaper suggests how, over time, newspapers became institutions that had established a reputation for truthfulness that readers could trust. Having modest expectations for their 34 'State of Disorders, Confusion, and Misgovernment which have lately prevailed and do still continue to prevail in His Majesty's province of the Massachusetts Bay in America' , enclosed in John Pownall's letter to Clerk of Council, 21 June 1770, in Documents of the American Revolution, 1770 Revolution, -1783 newspapers, eighteenth-century readers saw them neither as heralds of liberty nor as sources of manipulative propaganda. Instead, they accepted newspapers as the most timely, varied, flexible source of information about events occurring in places remote from the paper's production. As such, they became woven deep into the information ecology of the British Empire. But our look at the coverage of the day after the Boston 'massacre' also suggests that there never can be a definitive resolution of the opposition between fact and opinion; neither can there be a definitive answer to what might be the founding query directed at the early newspaper: is this news account accurate enough, inclusive enough, and unbiased enough to be considered true and trustworthy? The problematic of truth and error, trust and distrust, may render every answer to this question provisional and temporary. Thus, as the new American republic moved into the nineteenth century, the open, inclusive and impartial mode of eighteenth-century newspapers faded both as ideal and practice. Newspapers that served as agents of partisan opinion, party mobilisation, and democratic participation replaced them.35 Ever since readers of the newspaper have been obliged to dispute whether news is fair and balanced, trustworthy or true. Perhaps they always will.
35
In The Tyranny of Printers, Jeffrey Pasley argues that this development enabled partisan party papers -which framed the news by their political projects -to broaden participatory democratic politics in the early Republic.
